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Vallée has dedicated the time to focus on

providing a full bridal experience. We know how

stressful the day of can be and making sure

everything goes smooth is not always the easiest.

This package provides you with getting ready from

hair, makeup, up to getting into their gown. We will

assist in helping prepping gown for photos, assist

them to walk down the ails and assist with

changing for their reception. We are happy to give

full attention for each Brides needs.

Bride only $500+

Bride & Bridesmaids $$

 

What We Do

Here is where you'll have the option to design the

gown of your dreams. Starting with the sketch and

fabric selection to sample. During this process, you

will receive a one on one fitting to ensure your

perfect fit. Destination wedding or Honeymoon

well add full resort and honeymoon look!

Please note schedules should be made 7-8 months

prior to the event date.

Bridal $3,000+

Bridesmaid $450+

Resort $500+

     CUSTOM AND MADE TO ORDER GOWNS &

RESORT

Your dress will be altered at its original seams

without creating unnecessary darts, the beads

and lace on your dress will always be sewn on

and never glued. The seams will be finished in an

artistic way and pressed neatly. Excess fabric at

altered seams will be removed, the dress will be

altered in a way to keep its original design unless

you request otherwise.

Scheduling should be made 3-6 months prior to

event date.

Bridal $300+ Bridesmaid $150+

Formal $150+

    BRIDAL AND FORMAL ALTERATIONS

FULL WEDDING DAY ASSISTANCE

Who We Are
Vallée is a modern fashion brand that

creates timeless and elegant specialty

looks. We blend hand-sewn techniques

with high-quality fabrics to create one-

of-a-kind pieces that can accompany you

on your most special occasions. Whether

you’re looking for something whimsical,

sexy, luxury, or sophisticated, Vallée is

here to help you embody your life and

personality into one flawless look that is

worth a thousand memories. 

From your wedding day to resort-ready

destination pieces, Vallée is designed and

crafted with passion, love, and support

for the sophisticated and beautiful

modern woman.

Here we provide you with a full in-salon experience

at your venue location. This includes any one of our

selections of Spa Gel manicure, Full acrylics, and

Pedicure. 

Bride only $350+

Bride & Bridesmaids $$ 

 

BRIDAL NAIL SERIVICE


